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POETRY

To Know
Do we have to know
What we have to see
Where we have to go
To vanish to become free?

To Nowhere
The way to nowhere
A life trumpet is crying
An echo is sounding everywhere
And a hope is dying.

Is there any way
Open, ready to escape
In this sad gray day
Or to step into a gap?

There is no light for tomorrow
Shutting the door of the cage
The future is rising sorrow
The book is closing on the last page.

Every corner is full of sadness
There is no place to stay
Hanging on your neck is loneliness
There is just one door to pass away.
Winter Desire
A voice across the rusty wire
Trembling in an iron tree
In the head of noisy fire
And desire to be free.

One Way Direction
The same fog paints every day
Where sorrow is placed forever
There is no light to show the way
The time is to wait and to remember.

Out of that icy winter
From a day wet and gray
Through clouds to a space outer
To forget this foggy day.

The road is opened just for one way
No signs to show a direction to going back
Every morning is coloured gray
The blade is directed to your neck.
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